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ABSTRACT
Some ancient, dim, metal-poor stars may have formed in the ashes of the first
supernovae. If their chemical abundances can be reconciled with the elemental yields
of specific Pop III explosions, they could reveal the properties of primordial stars. But
multidimensional simulations of such explosions are required to predict their yields
because dynamical instabilities can dredge material up from deep in the ejecta that
would otherwise be predicted to fall back onto the central remnant and be lost in
one-dimensional (1D) models. We have performed two-dimensional (2D) numerical
simulations of two low-energy Pop III supernovae, a 12.4 M explosion and a 60 M
explosion, and find that they produce elemental yields that are a good fit to those
measured in the most iron-poor star discovered to date, SMSS J031300.36-670839.3
(J031300). Fallback onto the compact remnant in these weak explosions accounts for
the lack of measurable iron in J031300 and its low iron-group abundances in general.
Our 2D explosions produce higher abundances of heavy elements (atomic number
Z > 20) than their 1D counterparts due to dredge-up by fluid instabilities. Since
almost no 56Ni is ejected by these weak SNe, their low luminosities will prevent their
detection in the near infrared with the James Webb Space Telescope and future 30-
meter telescopes on the ground. The only evidence that they ever occurred will be in
the fossil abundance record.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The formation of the first stars marked the end of the cos-
mic Dark Ages and began the transformation of the universe
from a cold, dark featureless void into the hot, transparent
cosmic web of galaxies we observe today (Abel et al. 2002;
Bromm et al. 2002; Whalen et al. 2004; Kitayama et al.
2004; Alvarez et al. 2006; Abel et al. 2007). Population III
(or Pop III) stars were also the first great nucleosynthetic en-
gines of the universe, expelling large quantities of the heavy
? EACOA Fellow, E-mail: ken.chen@nao.ac.jp
elements needed for the later formation of planets and life
(e.g., Bromm et al. 2003; Kitayama & Yoshida 2005; Greif
et al. 2007; Karlsson et al. 2013). They may also be the ori-
gins of the supermassive black holes found in most massive
galaxies today (e.g., Volonteri et al. 2003; Milosavljevic´ et al.
2009; Alvarez et al. 2009; Park & Ricotti 2011; Johnson et al.
2012; Agarwal et al. 2012; Johnson et al. 2013; Latif et al.
2013; Johnson et al. 2014; Smidt et al. 2016; Woods et al.
2016; Hammerle´ et al. 2016).
Modern cosmological simulations suggest that Pop III
stars formed at z ∼ 20 in small pre-galactic structures known
as minihalos, with masses & 105 M (Bromm et al. 2009;
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Bromm & Yoshida 2011; Whalen 2013; Glover 2013). The
original models found that Pop III stars were 100 - 500 M
and formed in isolation, one star per halo. Newer simulations
indicate that Pop III stars may also have formed in binaries
(Turk et al. 2009; Stacy & Bromm 2013) or in small clusters
(Stacy et al. 2010; Clark et al. 2011; Greif et al. 2011, 2012;
Stacy et al. 2016). The most recent simulations of ionizing
UV breakout from Pop III protostellar disks show that ac-
cretion onto the star may be terminated at only a few tens
of solar masses (Hosokawa et al. 2011; Stacy et al. 2012; Hi-
rano et al. 2014; Stacy & Bromm 2014), although 60 - 1000
M stars are still possible (Hirano et al. 2015). However,
in spite of their extreme luminosities (Bromm et al. 2001;
Schaerer 2002), individual Pop III stars will not be visible
even to the coming generation of 30-m telescopes (but see
Rydberg et al. 2013).
Direct detections of Pop III SNe could constrain the
properties of their progenitors. Non-rotating Pop III stars
from 10 - 40 M die as core-collapse supernovae (CC SNe)
and 90 - 260 M stars can explode as pair-instability (PI)
SNe (Barkat et al. 1967; Glatzel et al. 1985; Heger & Woosley
2002, 2010; Chatzopoulos & Wheeler 2012; Chatzopoulos
et al. 2013, 2015; Chen et al. 2014). A recent arc of radi-
ation hydrodynamical simulations has shown that PI SNe
will be visible in the near infrared (NIR) at z ∼ 15 - 20 to
the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the Wide-Field
Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) and the Thirty-Meter
Telescope (Kasen et al. 2011; Cooke et al. 2012; Hummel
et al. 2012; Pan et al. 2012; Whalen et al. 2013a,c,d,f; de
Souza et al. 2013, 2014; Smidt et al. 2014a) and that CC
SNe and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) will be visible out to
z ∼ 10 - 15 (e.g., Whalen et al. 2008a; Moriya et al. 2010;
Tanaka et al. 2012; Whalen et al. 2013b,e; Tanaka et al.
2013; Mesler et al. 2014; Smidt et al. 2014b; de Souza et al.
2014; Magg et al. 2016).
Another path to constraining the Pop III initial mass
function (IMF) is to look for the chemical fingerprint of the
first SNe on later generations of stars. The basic idea is that
if stars of lower and lower metallicity can be found, a few
will be encountered that must have formed in the debris
of the very first SNe. If these chemical patterns can then
be matched to the elemental yields of specific Pop III ex-
plosions (or a well-defined population of them) they could
reveal important clues about the masses of the first stars.
These abundances, known collectively as the fossil abun-
dance record, have been the focus of several past and on-
going surveys of ancient, dim metal-poor stars in the Local
Group (e.g., Cayrel et al. 2004; Beers & Christlieb 2005;
Frebel et al. 2005; Lai et al. 2008) and of low-mass galaxies
(Cooke & Madau 2014; Venn et al. 2014) (see also Johnson
2014). The elemental patterns found in metal-poor stars to
date suggest that many were enriched by 10 - 40 M Pop
III stars (Umeda & Nomoto 2003; Heger & Woosley 2010;
Joggerst et al. 2010; Placco et al. 2016), although there is
now evidence of the odd-even nucleosynthetic imprint of PI
SNe in the metal-poor star J001820 (Aoki et al. 2014) (see
also Tumlinson 2006; Karlsson et al. 2008). It has now also
been found that the stars in some ultra-faint dwarf galaxies
(UFDs) may have been chemically enriched by just a single
low-mass Pop III SN (Simon et al. 2010; Frebel & Bromm
2012).
The most iron-poor star found to date, SMSS
J031300.36-670839.3 (J031300), by Keller et al. (2014);
Bessell et al. (2015), has an [Fe/H] ratio below 10−7. This
unusually low iron abundance has been attributed to fall-
back onto a central black hole (BH) in the weak SN of a
60 M star. In these weak and therefore faint events, the
innermost shell of ejecta with elements such as Si and Fe
likely falls back onto the central compact object during the
explosion. This process could explain the near absence of
iron group elements in J031300. Similar yields have been
reported for low-energy (. 0.5 B, where 1 B = 1051 erg) ex-
plosions of less massive progenitors (see Marassi et al. 2014;
Ishigaki et al. 2014; Takahashi et al. 2014). Such events are
considered to be low-energy because they have energies that
are either well below the average for CC SNe (∼ 0.9 B; Kasen
& Woosley 2009) or, as in the case of the 60 M progenitor
discussed above, have low energies per unit mass.
But mixing between adjacent shells of elements dur-
ing the explosion could offset fallback in the final elemental
yields of a Pop III SN because hydrodynamical instabili-
ties can dredge elements deep in the ejecta up to a higher
mass coordinate, beyond the grasp of the BH or neutron star
(NS). One-dimensional (1D) explosion models, even those
with extensive nuclear reaction networks, therefore cannot
predict the chemical yields of low-energy Pop III SNe from
first principles. Mixing on small scales in the explosion must
also be understood to predict the metallicities of the stars
that form in the debris of the SN because it sets the initial
conditions for mixing, cooling and collapse of gas on larger
scales in the intergalactic medium (IGM). Mixing in Pop
III CC and PI SNe has previously been studied by Joggerst
et al. (2009); Joggerst & Whalen (2011); Chen et al. (2011,
2014) and on larger, cosmological scales by Wise & Abel
(2008); Greif et al. (2010); Jeon et al. (2014); Chiaki et al.
(2015); Chen et al. (2015); Ritter et al. (2015); Sluder et al.
(2015).
We have now performed the first two-dimensional (2D)
simulations of low-energy Pop III SNe with the CASTRO code
to determine if their elemental yields can be a good match
to those of J031300. We describe our progenitor stars and
CASTRO models in Section 2. Mixing, elemental yields and
observational signatures are examined in Sections 3 and 4,
and we conclude in Section 5.
2 NUMERICAL METHOD
Our two fiducial models are the core-collapse explosions of
12.4 M and 60 M Pop III stars, designated Z12 and Z60,
respectively. They were chosen from a large database of
1D Pop III SN models (Heger & Woosley 2010) because
their elemental yields were in good agreement with those
of J031300. These stars were first evolved from the zero-age
main sequence to the onset of core collapse with the 1D stel-
lar evolution code KEPLER (Weaver et al. 1978; Heger et al.
2001) as described in Heger & Woosley (2010). The explo-
sions were then triggered with a linear momentum piston
with energies of 0.6 B and 1.8 B, respectively.
After the launch of the piston, a shock forms at the
base of the silicon burning shell. The postshock tempera-
ture drops below 109 K within ten seconds and most nuclear
burning ends. At this point profiles for the ejecta, the star
and the surrounding medium are mapped onto a 2D cylin-
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Figure 1. 1D velocity profiles at the beginning of the CASTRO
runs. The red stripe shows escape velocities for 1.5 - 2 M neutron
stars. Ejecta (dotted lines) with velocities below this band may
not escape.
drical grid in CASTRO. The mapping preserves conservation
of quantities such as mass and energy over the large range of
spatial scales in the star that must be resolved to properly
evolve the flow, such as the burning layer on scales of 108
cm to breakout from the star at 1012 - 1013 cm (Chen et al.
2013).
2.1 CASTRO
CASTRO is a multidimensional adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) code (Almgren et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2011) with
an unsplit piecewise-parabolic method (PPM) hydrodynam-
ics scheme (Colella & Woodward 1984). It has a realis-
tic equation of state for stellar interiors from Timmes &
Swesty (2000) that includes contributions from both de-
generate and non-degenerate relativistic and non-relativistic
electrons, electron-positron pairs, ions (which are treated as
an ideal gas), and photons. To track the mixing of elements,
we follow the advection of 15 isotopes, 1H , 4He, 12C, 14N,
16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Ar, 40Ca, 44Ti, 48Cr, 56Fe,
56Ni. The radii of the Z12 and Z60 stars are 7 × 1011 cm
and 2×1013 cm, respectively. We only simulate a quarter of
each star in angle, with outer boundaries in r and z at 10
times the radius of the star. To resolve fluid instabilities in
2D, we use 256× 256 zones on the root grid and up to eight
levels of AMR for an additional factor of up to 28 = 256
in resolution. This approach yields an effective simulation
domain of 65, 536× 65, 536 zones.
We adopt refinement criteria based on gradients in den-
sity, velocity, and pressure and ensure that the inner core,
where most fallback occurs, has the highest resolution. Re-
flecting and outflow boundary conditions are set on the inner
and outer boundaries in r and z, respectively. The monopole
approximation for self-gravity, in which a 1D gravitational
potential is constructed from the radial average of the den-
sity, is used to calculate gravitational forces everywhere in
the AMR hierarchy. This approximation is valid because the
star is nearly spherically symmetric. The gravity of the NS
or BH is included in our models. In both cases the explosion
Figure 2. Fallback onto the NS in the Z12 SN at 1,800 sec.
Although the shock has broken out of the star, fallback continues,
creating turbulent accretion flows. Some of the flow eventually
settles onto the NS at the center of the white half-oval. Flows
parallel to the axes are visible at the inner boundaries in z and
r and are due to pole effects and reflecting boundary conditions
there.
is evolved until the ejecta reaches the outer boundaries of
the grid.
3 EXPLOSION MODELS
The initial velocity of the shock is lower than those in most
CC SNe because of the smaller explosion energies of these
two models. The innermost regions of the ejecta, which are
also at the tail of the velocity profile, do not have enough
kinetic energy to escape the gravity of the NS or BH, as we
show in Figure 1. The peak velocities are 7.4 × 108 cm s−1
for Z12 and 5.2 × 108 cm s−1 for Z60. We define the escape
velocity from the neutron star to be vesc =
√
2GMn/r2,
where G the gravitational constant, Mn is the NS mass, and
r is the distance to the center of the NS. Material near the
center of the ejecta at velocities below vesc will fall back onto
the NS in 1D models.
3.1 Fallback
In reality, fluid instabilities driven by fallback can dredge up
material with velocities . vesc and eject it from the star. We
show densities and velocities at the core of the Z12 SN dur-
ing fallback in Figure 2. Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilities
form and create accretion streams onto the NS. The streams
become turbulent, as can be seen in the eddies on multiple
scales. Eventually, 0.322 M and 4.967 M fall back in Z12
and Z60, creating a 1.78 M NS and a 6.87 M BH, re-
spectively. Although nearly all the iron group elements near
the centers of both stars fall back onto the central remnant,
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Figure 3. Evolution of fluid instabilities in the Z12 and Z60 models before and after shock breakout. Left: (a) - (d) show the instabilities
in Z12 at 0, 340, 1200, and 2300 sec, which are driven by fallback and the formation of the reverse shock. They first appear at the inner
and outer boundaries of the carbon/oxygen burning shells. The panels are 2× 1011 cm on a side. Right: (a) - (d) show the instabilities
in Z60 at 0, 2100, 9200, and 31000 sec. Here, the instabilities are mainly driven by fallback because mixing due to the reverse shock is
much weaker. These panels are 2× 1012 cm on a side.
more of them escape in our simulations than in 1D models
of the same SNe, as we show later.
3.2 Shock Breakout / Initial Expansion
The shock breaks out of Z12 much sooner than from Z60
(at 1,659 sec vs 25,600 sec) because it dies as a compact
blue giant rather than a red supergiant, and has a much
smaller radius. The shock crashes out into a diffuse circum-
stellar medium (CSM) with a density profile ρ ∝ r−3.1. This
profile was chosen to avoid the formation of a reverse shock
after breakout, which would cause additional mixing that
is not inherent to the explosions themselves. The growth of
fluid instabilities in Z12 and Z60 before and just after shock
breakout is shown in Figure 3. Prominent RT fingers form
and mix the 12C and 16O shells and a small fraction of the
28Si shell in Z12. There is less mixing in the outer shell in
Z60 but fallback breaks the spherical symmetry of the inner
shells.
Ejecta for both models at intermediate times are shown
in Figure 4. The reverse shock has reached the center of the
explosion in both cases. Mixing driven by reverse shock is
still evolving at 44,000 sec in Z12 but is mostly complete in
Z60 by 105,000 sec. Fallback is still happening in both ex-
plosions at these times. The outer shell of the star is heavily
mixed in Z12 but not in Z60. Mixing driven by fallback con-
tinues well after shock breakout in both explosions.
3.3 Homologous Expansion
We show the distribution of the metal-rich ejecta at r & 5r∗
in Figure 5. Fallback is now essentially complete, and the
ejecta expands homologously with an internal energy that is
less than 10% of its kinetic energy. We show the distribution
of various metals in the ejecta at this stage in Figure 6.
Strong mixing of 12C and 16O is visible in Z12 but the shells
are more stratified in Z60. Most of the mixing in Z60 occurs
in the central regions and is due to fallback. In both cases
a shell of carbon and oxygen is ejected but elements heavier
than silicon mostly fall back to the compact remnant.
3.4 Why Mixing Occurs
As noted above, mixing occurs at the earliest times and at
the greatest depths during fallback, when the gravitational
pull of the NS or BH arrests the expansion of the innermost
ejecta, which are at relatively low velocities. The relative
orientations of the gravitational field and the acceleration
of the ejecta satisfy the RT criteria and instabilities form.
Instabilities appear later as the shock propagates through
the star. As the shock plows up the star it decelerates, and
a reverse shock forms and detaches from it if the structure of
the star is ρ ∝ rw, where w > −3. The RT criteria are again
satisfied and instabilities form. Consequently, an increasing
ρr3 is a good indicator of where reverse shocks and RT in-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Left : Fluid instabilities in Z12 at t ∼ 44,000 sec. The
reverse shock has reached the center of the star and mixing is now
complete, although fallback continues. Right : Fluid instabilities in
Z60 at t ∼ 105,000 sec. The reverse shock has reached the center
of the star. In contrast to Z12, the outer shell is only slightly
mixed.
stabilities can arise. We plot ρr3 normalized by the mass of
the star as a function of radius at the start of our CASTRO
runs in Figure 7. In Z12, ρr3 is an increasing function over
more of the mass coordinate of the star than in Z60 and one
would therefore expect more mixing during the explosion,
which is indeed the case.
3.5 Elemental Yields
We summarize our yields in Table 1 and compare them with
previous 1D models of the same explosions in Figure 8. The
1D yields were obtained by choosing a radius below which
ejecta is assumed to fall back onto the central object. Such
’mass cuts’ are crude because any element below the cut in
radius by construction cannot appear in the yields. It is clear
from Figure 8 that mixing in weak SNe can circumvent these
cuts because the 2D models generally produce higher yields
than the 1D explosions, particularly for isotopes with Z ≥
20 deep in the ejecta. Since even tiny amounts of dredged
up material (≤ 10−3M) can change the abundances of the
ejecta, it is clear that dynamical instabilities due to fallback
are essential to computing realistic SN yields. Z60 produces
greater yields of heavy elements than Z12 relative to the
mass of the progenitor star.
Abundances observed in J031300 for 12C, 24Mg, 40Ca
and upper limits on other isotopes are also plotted in Fig-
ure 8. The 1D and 2D models of both SNe produce yields
that are in reasonable agreement with 12C, 24Mg, 40Ca, but
the 2D yields are generally closer. The differences between
the 1D and 2D abundances are more pronounced at Z ≥
20 because of mixing at early times due to fallback. This
mixing produces small amounts of heavy elements beyond
40Ca that could found in future, more sensitive observations
of J031300.
3.6 SN Luminosities
Because they have massive hydrogen-rich envelopes, Z12 and
Z60 are expected look like Type IIP SNe, whose light curves
are characterized by an intense breakout peak followed by a
long plateau and finally a sudden drop in luminosity. Kasen
ρ [g/cc] ρ [g/cc]
Figure 5. Z12 (left) and Z60 (right) explosions at t ∼ 67,800 sec
and 1.43× 106 sec, respectively. In both cases most of the ejecta
is beyond 5r∗ and is now in homologous expansion.
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Figure 6. Spatial distribution of the metals in the Z12 (left) and
Z60 (right) SNe when their ejecta reach ∼ 5r∗. In each figure
the red circle represents the radius of the progenitor star. In Z12,
elements above 28Si mostly fall back onto the compact remnant
and the yields are dominated by 12C and 16O. The yields in Z60
are similar to those of Z12 but 12C and 16O are not as mixed.
& Woosley (2009) estimate the luminosity and duration of
the plateau to be
L50 = 1.26× 1042E515/6M10−1/2R0,5002/3XHe erg s−1
tp,0 = 122E51
−1/4M10
1/2R0,500
1/6X
1/2
He days, (1)
where L50 is the bolometric luminosity on the plateau mea-
sured 50 days after explosion, R0,500 = R0/500R and R0
is the radius of the star at the time of explosion, tp,0 is the
plateau duration when no 56Ni is included, E51 is the explo-
sion energy in units of 1051 erg, M10 is the mass of the star
in units of 10 M and XHe is the mass fraction of helium.
Although these equations exclude the effect of 56Ni on the
light curve this is not a serious limitation because neither
of our models produces any. From these estimates we ob-
tain a plateau luminosity of 3.45×1041erg s−1 and duration
of 83 days for Z12 and a luminosity of 1.54 × 1041 erg s−1
and duration of 141 days for Z60. These luminosities ap-
ply to solar-metallicity progenitors whose internal structures
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 7. Internal structures of the Z12 and Z60 stars. The y-axis
shows ρr3 normalized by the mass of the star, m∗, and the x-axis
is the normalized mass coordinate. The circle and box mark the
position of the shock. The broad peak at m/m∗ ∼ 0.7 corresponds
to the hydrogen envelope of the star, which is more prominent and
extended in Z12 than Z60.
are probably different than those of zero-metallicity stars
of equal mass. But these rough estimates suggest that the
plateau phase for Z12 and Z60 would not be visible at z &
5. The shock breakout transient is much brighter but is pri-
marily composed of X-rays and hard UV that would mostly
be absorbed by the neutral IGM at z & 6 (Tominaga et al.
2011).
4 CONCLUSION
Our numerical models confirm that the unusual abundance
patterns of the most metal-poor star found to date, J031300,
can be explained by mixing and fallback in weak Pop III
SNe. In particular, the apparent lack of iron in J031300 can
be explained by the fallback of most of the iron group ele-
ments onto the NS or BH during the explosion. Multidimen-
sional mixing and fallback produce better fits to the chemical
abundances of J031300 than 1D explosions of the same stars
and energies. The low explosion energies of these stars are
similar to those of the unusually dim SNe that have recently
been discovered in large numbers in the local universe (e.g.,
Zampieri et al. 2003; Pastorello et al. 2007). Z60 produces
chemical yields that are in slightly better agreement with
those of J031300 than Z12, in which there is more violent
mixing due to its internal structure. There are apparent de-
generacies in the elemental yields of Pop III SNe, given that
explosions of progenitors with quite disparate masses can
produce similar chemical abundances. Other codes can also
produce somewhat different yields for the same SNe due to
differences in hydro scheme and reaction network (see, e. g.,
Marassi et al. 2014).
The mixing in our 2D models should be taken to be a
lower limit because they omit mixing due to asymmetries in
the central engine. These asymmetries, which Janka (2012)
have shown can form before the launch of the shock (and
in some cases impart natal kicks to the compact remnant;
Whalen & Fryer 2012), might expel more iron group ele-
ments from the star than in our simulations. Furthermore,
while our 2D models produce reasonable fits to the chemi-
cal abundances in J031300 they do not explain the dilution
factors with which those elements appear in the star, which
are due to mixing of the SN remnant with the IGM on much
larger scales. When the ejecta plows up roughly its own mass
in the halo a new reverse shock can form, driving more mix-
ing (Whalen et al. 2008b). Later, there could be a third
stage of mixing when the ejecta collides with the dense shell
of the relic H II region of the star at 100 - 200 pc (Whalen
et al. 2004), perhaps cooling and fragmenting it (Ritter et al.
2015; Sluder et al. 2015). These fragments can then collapse
into new stars via metal, molecule and dust cooling. Cap-
turing all these processes with high resolution cosmologi-
cal simulations is necessary to match both abundances and
metallicities of any given metal-poor star to a specific SN.
It should be noted that second-generation, metal-poor stars
could form in more complicated enrichment scenarios, such
as ejecta from a CC SN colliding with a nearby halo, mixing
with it, and triggering new star formation (Cen & Riquelme
2008; Smith et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2016a). Thus, multi-
ple enrichment channels may have to be tested to tie the
abundances of extremely metal-poor stars to specific Pop
III SNe.
In our models we ignore the effects of jets and radiation
from the NS and BH on fallback. In principle, radiation from
the compact remnant may decrease or reverse accretion. If
there is a strong jet it could drive out infalling material and
burn it to higher atomic numbers, both of which could also
alter the final yields of the explosion (see, e.g., Chen et al.
2016b). Also, because there is no rotation in our models,
accretion onto the central remnant is mostly spherical. If
rotation were present, fallback could collapse into a disk.
The low-energy SNe in our study are likely more com-
mon than the highly energetic (and asymmetric) explosions
invoked in the past to explain the unusual abundances of
hyper metal-poor stars (e.g., Iwamoto et al. 2005). These
rare events require special conditions in order to occur, such
as rapid rotation. In contrast, the new SN factories such as
the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF; Law et al. 2009) and
the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response Sys-
tem (Pan-STARRS; Kaiser et al. 2002) are discovering new,
previously unknown classes of dim events at an unprece-
dented rate, with more soon to follow with the construction
of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezic et al.
2008). Weak SNe in the local universe may therefore soon
provide important clues about the chemical enrichment of
the primordial universe. Unfortunately, the low luminosi-
ties of these events would preclude their direct detection at
high redshift by the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST),
the Wide-Field Infrared Space Telescope (WFIRST), Euclid
and the coming generation of 30-40 meter class ground-based
telescopes. The only traces of these ancient explosions will
be in the fossil abundance record.
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7Table 1. Masses of ejected elements and the compact remnant
Model 2D 1D 2D 1D
Yields Z12 Z12 Z60 Z60
M M M M
1H 6.51 6.41 18.84 18.49
4He 3.98 3.94 19.17 16.86
12C 4.91× 10−2 1.67× 10−2 1.28 1.71× 10−2
14N 7.40× 10−8 5.71× 10−7 1.56× 10−4 2.68× 10−5
16O 6.38× 10−2 2.55× 10−3 11.14 7.88× 10−3
20Ne 8.63× 10−3 3.12× 10−4 2.17 4.55× 10−4
24Mg 3.68× 10−3 3.28× 10−5 4.63× 10−1 2.21× 10−5
28Si 1.47× 10−3 1.68× 10−6 4.77× 10−2 6.06× 10−8
32S 2.05× 10−5 1.53× 10−7 4.78× 10−3 8.98× 10−10
36Ar 2.28× 10−7 1.78× 10−8 7.15× 10−4 2.99× 10−11
40Ca 1.21× 10−7 1.10× 10−8 5.11× 10−4 3.54× 10−9
44Ti 6.97× 10−7 1.04× 10−10 3.77× 10−4 5.61× 10−13
48Cr 1.30× 10−6 1.23× 10−9 5.87× 10−4 1.27× 10−13
56Fe 9.95× 10−6 3.97× 10−8 4.45× 10−5 5.88× 10−14
56Ni 1.23× 10−5 1.12× 10−9 1.79× 10−3 4.54× 10−14
ejecta 10.62 10.37 53.13 35.38
compact remnant 1.78 (1.46+0.32)∗ 2.03 6.87 (1.91+4.96)∗ 24.62
total 12.40 12.40 60.00 60.00
Table 2. Note: 1D models use artificial mass-cut and mixing to determine the yields. Therefore, the amount of ejecta in 1D can be
different from those in 2D. For the 1D Z60 model, almost the entire helium core is assumed to fallback to the central compact remnant.
∗: (neutron star + fallback)
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Figure 8. 2D CASTRO and 1D KEPLER yields for the Z12 and Z60
SNe with observed values (black circles) and limits (inverted black
triangles) for J031300. Mixing during fallback, which is absent
in 1D models, produces yields that are a better fit to those of
J031300 at Z > 20. Most of the individual elemental yields of the
Z60 explosion are a better match to those of J031300 than those
of the Z12 SN.
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